Collecting receipts, submitting invoices and paying
taxes all add to the administrative burden of being a
contract worker and can wreak havoc on your work life
balance.
Contracting Scout offers a comprehensive and flexible
approach to help you make an informed decision
regarding your financial situation.
All umbrella companies offer:
Quick and easy joining process
Easy time-sheet submission
Full statutory employment rights
Statutory deductions paid

Working through an umbrella company is simple. Plus with
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contracting career is about more than just the right role - you
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also need a reliable and accurate means of receiving your
income and ongoing support from industry experts.
Working through an umbrella company removes the
administrative burden. As your employer they will:
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You join as an employee and submit your timesheet. The
umbrella company then calculates your tax and National
Insurance contributions before paying you your income as
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We work with a variety of contractors and locums form a wide range of sectors:

IT

Healthcare

Finance

Engineering

Creative

Contracting Scout takes the time to understand your individual needs so that you
can find the best solution for you.
Jobs board

Mortgages

Payment options

Insurance

Accountancy support

Tax queries

With Contracting Scout you will receive up to £500 for
every person you refer that goes on to use one of our
recommended providers.
Simply contact us with their details and Contracting
Scout will take care of the rest!

